Since the demonstration that mumps virus possesses the ability to lyse erythrocytes (7) most other paramyxoviruses including the most commonly studied-Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (5) and Sendai virus (10)-have also been shown to have hemolytic activity.
Numerous studies on these viruses have been done in an attempt to determine the viral components responsible for this activity, their mechanism of action, the relationship of this activity to other viral properties, and their role, if any, in viral pathogenesis.
In spite of the high degree of reproducibility of the most commonly used assay for hemolytic activity, progress in this field has been impeded by failure to adopt methods for quantitatively relating the extent of hemolysis observed and the actual hemolytic activity of a virus preparation. This has led to inadequate and often misleading comparisons of hemolytic activities of different virus preparations or of hemolytic activity measured under different conditions.
The purpose of this communication is to report that such comparisons can be made if the relative concentrations of virus which cause the same extent of hemolysis are compared (the quantitative comparison procedure), rather than the amounts of hemolysis caused 'L.A.C. was on leave of absence from Universidad Central de Venezuela.
by equivalent concentrations of virus. In the second paper of this series, we present a detailed analysis of the variables which affect this hemolytic interaction of virus and erythrocytes (3). were grown and purified as described in the second paper of this series (3) , and the standard procedures adopted therein were used throughout this study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virus
Hemolysis titrations. Rooster erythrocytes at a final concentration of 108/ml were mixed with appropriately diluted virus in phosphate-buffered saline (0.14 M NaCl ir 0.008 M phosphate at pH 7.2). Unless otherwise stated, incubation was carried out at 37 C for 1 hr. Mixtures were then rapidly cooled by the addition of three volumes of diluent at 4 C. Figure 2 shows the relationship between virus concentration and extent of hemolysis when different erythrocyte concentrations (0.5 x 108 to 5.0 x 108/ml) are used. In Fig. 2A hemolysis is independent of the absolute concentration of either virus or erythrocytes and depends instead on the virus-erythrocyte ratio.
Lysis of an erythrocyte by a single virus particle. Figure 2 also shows that, for low virus concentrations (64 to 512 HAU/ml) and the range of erythrocyte concentrations which appears to be nonlimiting (4 x 10' to 5 x 108/ ml), both the amount of hemoglobin released and the percentage of cells hemolyzed are directly proportional to virus concentration. This direct proportionality and the fact that twofold increases in virus concentration result in twofold increases in hemolysis suggest that an erythrocyte can be lysed by a single virus particle.
Further support for the hypothesis that a single virus particle can lyse an erythrocyte is found in Fig. 3 which shows released hemoglobin plotted as a function of erythrocyte concentration. At low virus concentrations and high erythrocyte concentrations, the number of erythrocytes lysed (measured as hemoglobin released) is independent of erythrocyte concentration. This indicates that a single virus particle is capable of lysing an erythrocyte and also suggests that perhaps a virus particle can lyse only a limited number of erythrocytes.
Hemolysis at high virus multiplicities. Since hemolysis is an all or none reaction which can be caused by a single virus particle, it might be predicted that at relatively high virus concentrations the hemolytic reaction will be less efficient than at low virus concentrations. The deviation from linearity found at high virus concentrations suggests that this is the case. A further prediction which might be made is that this deviation from linearity would follow the Poisson distribution which for single-hit kinetics takes the form PO = e-m.
That this is not the case is shown in Fig. 4 Figure 5B shows that this logarithmic relationship also exists when extent of hemolysis is measured at high virus concentrations at three different times after mixing of virus and erythrocytes. Thus, the initial rate of hemolysis and the extent of hemolysis measured at later times bear a direct relationship to virus concentration only at relatively low virus concentrations. At higher virus concentrations, the relationsip between initial rate or extent of hemolysis and virus concentration is always logarithmic.
Comparisons of hemolytic activity. These findings suggest the possibility that hemolytic activities can be compared by determining the relative amounts of virus required to lyse a given percentage of erythrocytes. Comparisons can be made by reference to standard curves for extent of hemolysis plotted as a function of the logarithm of the virus concentration. As seen in Fig. 4 and 5, within a certain range these curves take the form of straight lines. Obviously, comparison can be made most easily if the slopes of the curves are similar in the ranges to be used for comparison. If this condition is met, comparisons of hemolytic activity can be made directly by reference to VOL. 23, 1972 BRATf AND CLAVELL APPL. MICROBIOL. Comparisons of the hemolytic activity of a given preparation of virus measured under different conditions can also be done in a similar manner as exemplified in the studies on the effect of Ca2+ ions and temperature in the accompanying paper (3).
DISCUSSION
The extent to which virus and erythrocyte concentrations affect the hemolytic reaction depends upon the way in which hemolysis is measured. If measured in terms of hemoglobin released, the extent of hemolysis is determined by the absolute concentrations of both virus and erythrocytes. If measured as the percentage of cells lysed, however, it depends upon the relative concentrations of virus and erythrocytes. Thus, if erythrocyte concentrations are increased while the virus concentration is kept constant, the number of cells lysed may increase whereas the percentage of lysed cells decreases. This relationship observed previously by Neurath and Sokol (8) is obviously the result of lysis of a larger number but smaller percentage of the erythrocytes.
An erythrocyte can be lysed after appropriate interaction with a single hemolytic virus particle. This is indicated by the linear relationship (with a slope of one) between virus concentration, and both initial rate and extent of hemolysis measured at low virus-erythrocyte ratios. The finding that interaction with a single virus particle is sufficient to cause lysis of an erythrocyte does not, however, imply that all virus particles are hemolytic. Sagik and Levine (9) estimated that 50% of the hemagglutinating particles in their NDV preparations were hemolytic. Our own findings on particle heterogeneity (3) and on the causes of the cessation of the hemolytic reaction L. Clavell and M. Bratt, manuscript in preparation) suggest that only a very small fraction of the virus particles is actually hemolytic.
Sagik and Levine (9) also concluded that a single virus particle is capable of lysing an erythrocyte on the basis of considerations of the extent of lysis at low virus-erythrocyte ratios. In contrast, Neurath and Sokol (8) suggested that a critical number of virus particles might be needed to lyse a single erythrocyte because they did not observe complete lysis at high virus-erythrocyte ratios. It now appears, however, that their finding might be attributable to the fact that, when virus-erythrocyte ratios are relatively high, hemolysis becomes much less efficient.
Reduced efficiency at high multiplicities would be predicted by the Poisson distribution if the events being measured were occurring at random and independently. However, the fact that the slopes of the curves relating virus concentration and extent of hemolysis are always less than those predicted by the Poisson distribution suggests that the conditions of the Poisson distribution are not being met. Since it seems likely that the interaction of virus and erythrocytes occurs at random, there is the suggestion that at high multiplicities the virus particles do not behave independently of each other. Burnet and Lind (1) suggested that the logarithmic relationship between virus concentration and extent of hemolysis which they, and later Granoff and Henle (4), found might result from interference between virus particles or a competing reaction such as elution. Competition between elution and hemolysis was also suggested by Sagik and Levine (9) . A larger role for such interference or elution could also account for the greater deviation from the theoretical curve exhibited by NDV-L than by NDV-N. More direct evidence for this will be provided elsewhere (M. Bratt and L. Clavell, manuscript in preparation).
In determining whether a virus preparation is more or less hemolytic than another one, or whether a particular condition is better or worse than another one, comparison of extents of hemolysis may be satisfactory. However, to quantitatively compare the hemolytic activity of a particular virus preparation with that of another one, it is necessary to have some means of determining relative activities. This type of quantitative comparison would be an absolute necessity, for instance, in measuring the rate of inactivation of hemolytic activity by an inactivating agent (11) Direct comparisons of the extent of hemolysis induced by different preparations of virus can actually be made in concentration ranges where a linear relationship between virus concentration and the extent of hemolysis exists. However, this is only possible at low viruserythrocyte ratios which can only be obtained by using very high concentrations of erythrocytes. The desire for an assay which is predictable over a broad range of virus concentrations, and technical problems associated with the use of such high erythrocyte concentrations, make VOL. 23, 19#72 BRA ¶T AND CLAVELL this approach unsatisfactory for routine procedures.
As early as 1950, Burnet and Lind (1) suggested that the best way to express hemolytic activity was to use the final virus dilution which gives 25% hemolysis. Such an approach might be satisfactory if 25% lysis could always be achieved and if the curves relating virus concentrations and extent of hemolysis were always parallel [a condition not always met as seen in Fig. 6 and in the accompanying report (3) ]. However, with the exception of a study on the effects of radiation and antiserum on hemolytic activity by Wilson (11) , subsequent studies have failed to adopt this procedure. Two more recent studies have dealt extensively with quantitative considerations (2, 8) but no alternative methods for simple quantitative comparisons have been presented. We have now shown that, by using the quantitative comparison procedure described here and referring to standard dilution curves such as those in Fig. 5 
